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1. Introduction

Planar symplectic billiard is a discrete time dynamical system on oriented chords of a
plane piecewise smooth convex closed curve (billiard table) depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The symplectic billiard reflection: xy reflects to yz if xz is par-
allel to the tangent line of the curve at point y.

Symplectic billiards were introduced in [1]; the name is due to the fact that they can be
defined in linear symplectic space. In the plane, symplectic billiards commute with affine
transformations.

A symplectic billiard table may be a polygon. In this case, the reflection is not defined
if the head of an oriented chord is a vertex of the polygon or when the head and the tail of
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an oriented chord belong to parallel sides. In this article we only consider convex polygons,
even though symplectic billiards is also defined on non-convex polygons.

In [1], two classes of polygons were considered, affine-regular polygons and trapezoids.
In both cases, all symplectic billiard orbits are periodic. In this paper, we describe other
families of polygons with this property. We call them periodic polygonal symplectic bil-
liards.

Let us briefly mention two other, much better known, classes of polygonal billiards:
conventional billiards and outer billiards (see, e.g, [3] for a survey). In the former billiards,
periodic trajectories appear in 1-parameter families of parallel ones, but the trajectories
with different directions, no matter how close, will eventually diverge and hit different
sides of the polygon. The celebrated Ivrii conjecture states that the set of periodic orbits
of a planar billiard has zero phase area (however, in the spherical geometry, one may have
billiards with all periodic trajectories, for example an equilateral right spherical triangle).
In outer billiards, it is possible for all trajectories to be periodic: this happens for all lattice
polygons, see [3].

Some of our results are experimental. We formulate several conjectures based on com-
puter evidence. For this we used two computer programs for the study of polygonal sym-
plectic billiards created by two of the authors, GB and RS. Another computer program for
this purpose was written by Raymond Friend, an undergraduate student at Penn State, as
part of his honors thesis; we gratefully acknowledge his contribution.

2. General facts about polygonal symplectic billiards

Phase space and phase area. Let P be an n-gon with the vertices P1, P2, . . . , Pn,
oriented counterclockwise. Define the vectors vi = Pi+1 − Pi, where the indices are under-
stood cyclically. Denote by vi × vj the set of chords whose tail is in the interior of the side
PiPi+1 and whose head is in the interior of the side Pj+1Pj. We use bracket [ , ] to denote
the determinant made by two vectors.

Let T be the symplectic billiard map which is piecewise continuous. Its phase space is
the union of the sets vi × vj, i, j = 1, . . . , n, with i ∕= j and vi and vj not being parallel.
After parameterizing the perimeter of P, the phase space is represented by a square, tiled
by the rectangles vi × vj. The rectangles vi × vj with vi and vj parallel, along with the
squares vi×vi, are excised (they appear black in the pictures below). In this representation,
the first coordinate describes the position of the tail of a chord, and the second coordinate
the position of its head. The map T is continuous in each rectangle vi× vj, see Lemma 2.1
below for more precise description.

The phase space has an involution that reverses the direction of a chord. This “time re-
versal” involution conjugates T and T−1. We reduce the phase space by half by considering
only the rectangles vi × vj with [vi, vj] > 0 and denote this space by ΦP.

Define a constant area form on vi×vj by declaring that the total area of this rectangle is
[vi, vj]. If α is the angle between vi and vj, and dx and dy are the oriented length elements
on these sides, then the area form is sinα dx ∧ dy.
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Lemma 2.1. The map T is area preserving. It has the form

T : (x, y) %→ (y, z = ax+ b), x ∈ PiPi+1, y ∈ PjPj+1, z ∈ PkPk+1,

with a = − sinα
sinβ

and b depending on i, j, k (but not on y), see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Distortion of length under projection.

Proof. Consider an instance of a reflection, Figure 2. The projection of the ith side on
the kth side along the jth side reverses the orientation. This projection is an affine map
x %→ z that does not depend on y, as long as y stays on the jth side. The projection
distorts the length by the ratio sinα/ sin β, namely, sinα dx = − sin β dz. It follows that
sinα dx ∧ dy = sin β dy ∧ dz, as needed. □

Remark 2.2. The phase space of polygonal symplectic billiard has a T -invariant area form
ω and a T -invariant 2-web of vertical and horizontal lines. These two structures determine
a sign-indefinite quadratic form as follows. Given a vector V , let V1 and V2 be its horizontal
and vertical components with respect to the 2-web, and set g(V ) = ω(V1, V2). We obtain
a pseudo-Euclidean metric g, and it follows that T is a piecewise isometry relative to this
pseudo-Euclidean metric.

We now give another interpretation of the phase area. Denote by −P the reflection of
P in the origin. Then the difference body D(P) of a convex body P is the Minkowski sum
of P with −P. In other words, the difference body is centered at the origin and is formed
by the vectors that connect pairs of points of P. For example, the difference body of a
triangle is an affine-regular hexagon, and the difference body of a square is a square twice
as large.

Let P be a convex plane polygon, a symplectic billiard table. Then we have a map
f : ΦP → D(P) that sends chords of P to points of its difference body. We equip the latter
with the area form induced from that in the plane.

Lemma 2.3. The map f is an area preserving bijection of the interior of ΦP to an open
dense subset of D(P).

Proof. Let us construct an inverse of the map f on an open dense part of D(P).
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Assume for the moment that P is strictly convex with smooth boundary γ, oriented
counterclockwise. An affine diameter of P is a chord of γ with parallel tangent lines at its
end points.

Let vector w be a non-zero vector in the interior of D(P). We would like to represent
w as the vector AB, where A ∕= B are in the interior of P. If one, or both, points A,B lie
on γ, one can parallel translate the segment AB so that both points are inside P. Indeed,
the only situation when such a translation does not exist is when AB is an affine diameter
of P, see Figure 3. But then w lies on the boundary of the difference body, the case that
we already excluded.

Consider the oriented line through AB and move it to the right (with respect to the
orientation of the plane). By continuity and strict convexity, there will be a unique moment
when the intersection points, A′, B′, of the moving line with γ are such that A′B′ = w.
Let u and v be the oriented tangent vectors of γ at A′ and B′.

We claim that [u, v] ∕= 0. Indeed, if [u, v] = 0, then either v = u or v = −u. In the
former case, B′ = A′, and w = 0, and in the latter case, A′B′ = AB is an affine diameter.
Both case are excluded.

The punctured interior of D(P) is connected, hence [u, v] has a constant sign, and it is
easy to see that it is positive, see Figure 3. Thus A′B′ ∈ ΦP, and the map w %→ A′B′ is
inverse of f .

Figure 3. Moving a vector to the boundary.

If P is a convex polygon, the same construction applies with the following adjustments.
Along with the boundary of D(P) and the origin, we remove from it the vectors that are
equal to tvi for some i and t ∈ [0, 1], the vectors whose end points are on parallel sides of
P (if any), and the vectors for which point A′ or B′ is a vertex of the polygon. These sets
are 1-dimensional, and f is a bijection of the interior of ΦP to their complement.

Concerning the area preserving property, let x and y be arc length parameters on the
sides on which points A′ and B′ lie, and let u and v be the unit orienting vector along
these sides, respectively. Then, locally, the map f is given by (x, y) %→ yv − xu ∈ R2. The
induced area form is [u, v] dx ∧ dy, as needed. □
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Remark 2.4. In [1], it is proved that the total phase area of the symplectic billiard in a
strictly convex plane domain with smooth boundary equals the area of its difference body.
The proof in [1] involves manipulations with the support function of the body.

Symbolic dynamics and tiles. As before, we label the sides of the polygon 1, . . . , n,
and assign to each orbit of the symplectic billiard map T its symbolic orbit, the bi-infinite
sequence of the labels of the sides that are visited by this orbit. A periodic billiard orbit
has a periodic symbolic orbit.

Define a tile as the set of phase points with the same periodic symbolic orbit. The
discontinuity set consists of the the phase points for which some iteration of T , in the
future or in the past, is not defined, that is, whose orbit ends up at a vertex or starts
at a vertex of the polygon. The set of chords one of whose end points is a vertex and
another lies on a side is either horizontal or vertical segment. Lemma 2.1 implies that the
discontinuity set is a union of horizontal and vertical segments; its complement is a union
of the tiles.

Lemma 2.5. The tiles are phase rectangles, possibly degenerate (segments or points); in
particular, every tile is connected.
If a tile is a genuine rectangle, that is, has a positive phase area, then its symbolic orbit is
periodic. Furthermore, every orbit in this tile is periodic. More precisely, let M be a tile
of positive area with a periodic symbolic orbit of period n. Then T n maps M to itself, and
the return map T n has either order 4, or order 2, or it is the identity.

Proof. Let (. . . , i0, i1, i2, . . .) be a symbolic orbit. The phase points with the symbolic
coding (i0, i1) form the set vi0 × vi1 , the points with the coding (i0, i1, i2) form the set
(vi0 ×vi1)∩T−1(vi1 ×vi2), and so on. The preimages and images of rectangles with vertical
and horizontal sides are rectangles with vertical and horizontal sides, and the intersection
of a finite number of such rectangles is again a rectangle of this kind, cf. Lemma 2.1. An
infinite intersection is still a rectangle, possibly a degenerate one.

Assume that a tile M has positive area. Since the total phase area is finite and T is area
preserving, there exist i > j such that the tiles T i(M) and T j(M) intersect. Hence T i−j(M)
intersects M , and since M is a tile, one has T i−j(M) = M . Therefore the symbolic orbit
of M is (i− j)-periodic.

The tile M is a rectangle, and the return map T i−j is an orientation preserving affine
isomorphism of this rectangle. Hence this map is conjugated to a rotation of a square
through an angle that is a multiple of π/2, that is, either π/2 (order 4), or π (order 2), or
2π (the identity). □

Periodic trajectories. Call a periodic trajectory in a polygon P stable if this trajectory
persists under every sufficiently small perturbation of P. For example, the 3-periodic
orbits in a triangle that connects the mid-points of its sides is stable, whereas a 4-periodic
trajectory in a square is not stable: it can be destroyed by an arbitrary small perturbation
of the square.

A periodic trajectory is called isolated if its tile has zero area.

Proposition 2.6. An isolated periodic orbit is stable. In addition,
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• if n is odd, then an n-periodic orbit is stable. However, it is never isolated, and the
return map to its tile has order 4;

• if n is even but not divisible by four, then an n-periodic orbit is stable. If it is not
isolated, then the return map to its tile has order 2;

• if n is divisible by four and the quotient λ, see (1) below, is different from 1, then
the respective periodic orbit is stable. If λ = 1, then the return map of the respective
tile is the identity. In this case, the orbit may be either stable or unstable.1

Remark 2.7. The proof of Proposition 2.6 relies on the simple fact that an orbit is stable,
if the differential of the return map does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. In our case this map
is a composition of rather explicit affine transformations which leads to the description in
Proposition 2.6.

Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be a periodic trajectory. For every i, the side Li containing point xi

is parallel to xi−1, xi+1. Let αi be the angle between Li and Li+1.
Let n be odd, and let y1y2 be a chord sufficiently close to x1x2. We trace the evolution of

odd-numbered and even-numbered points yi separately. After n reflections, y1 returns to
the line L1 as y1+n and y2 returns to the line L2 as y2+n and similarly after 2n reflections,
y1 returns to the line L1 as y1+2n and y2 returns to the line L2 as y2+2n. Each of these
return maps reverses the orientation and preserves the length, because the distortion of
the length equals

sinα1

sinα2

sinα3

sinα4

· · · sinα2n−1

sinα2n

= 1

(every angle appears twice, once in the numerator and once in the denominator). That is,
the return maps to the sides L1 and L2 are the reflection in points x1 and x2, respectively.
See Figure 4.

It follows that the phase point y1y2 is 4n-periodic. These phase points form a tile, this
tile returns to itself after n iterations, and order of the return map T n is four. The phase
point x1x2 is the center of this tile, and it is a hyperbolic fixed point of T n with the
eigenvalues ±

√
−1. A small perturbation of a polygon does not destroy such a fixed point,

hence the perturbed polygon also has an n-periodic symplectic billiard trajectory.
Now let n = 2m be even. Arguing in the same way, the first return of point y1 to line

L1 occurs after n reflections, and likewise for point y2.
The distortion of the length on L1 equals

(1)
sinα1

sinα2

sinα3

sinα4

· · · sinαn−1

sinαn

=: λ,

and for L2, the distortion equals 1/λ. The orbit is not isolated if and only if λ = 1, cf.
Lemma 2.1.

If m is odd, each of these return maps reverses the orientation of the line, and is a
homothety with a negative coefficient. Hence the fixed point persists under a sufficiently
small perturbation of the polygon. It follows that the n-periodic orbit is stable. If the

1Computer experiments indicate that both cases can occur.
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Figure 4. A 5-periodic trajectory x1, . . . , x5 and a nearby trajectory
y1, y2, . . .. Points y1 and y11 are symmetric with respect to point x1, and
points y2 and y12 are symmetric with respect to point x2.

orbit is not isolated, and λ = 1, then the return map of the respective tile is a reflection
in a point, that has order two.

If n is a multiple of four and λ ∕= 1, then the respective periodic orbit is hyperbolic, with
one attracting and one repelling direction. Therefore it is stable. If λ = 1, then the return
map of the respective tile is the identity. The orbit may be either stable or unstable. □

3. The quad

The fist periodic polygonal symplectic billiard table that we discovered is a quadrilateral
that we call the quad, see Figure 5.

All phase points are periodic with two periods, 20 and 36. See Figure 5 for the phase
space colored according to period. We now analyze the dynamics.

Theorem 3.1. All orbits in the quad are periodic with periods 20 and 36. The structure
of the orbits of the periodic tiles is as follows.

• One orbit consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 10 iterations, with
the return map having order 2.

• One orbit consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 9 iterations, with
the return map having order 4.

Proof. Consider Figure 6. We will describe the evolution of two phase rectangles under the
symplectic billiard map T , the rectangles AB × BC and AB × CE.

In the first case, we have

AB × BC → BC × CE → CE ×DF → DF × BC → BC ×GD → GD ×DF →
DF × AH → AH × ED → ED ×KA → KA× AB → AB × BC.
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Figure 5. The quad and its phase space: the green points are 36-periodic,
and the red ones are 20-periodic.

Figure 6. The quad with marked points on the sides.

Note that the orbit of the rectangle AB × BC is never split by a discontinuity line, and
that it returns to itself after 10 iterations. Following a small segment in AB ×BC reveals
that this return map has order two, and its second iteration yields 20-periodic points.

In the second case, we have

AB × CE → CE × FA → FA× BC → BC × EG → EG×DF →
DF ×HB → HB × ED → ED × FK → FK × AB → AB × CE.

Once again, the rectangle is never split and it returns back after 9 iterations. As above one
sees that the return map has order four, and its fourth iteration yields 36-periodic points.

Assuming that the grid squares in Figure 5 are unit, one calculates the area of the phase
space (with respect to the symplectic form on phase space) to be equal to 19, whereas the
phase areas of the rectangles AB × BC and AB × CE are unit. The orbit of the former
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rectangle has area 10, and that of the latter has area 9. Hence the whole phase space is
tiled by these rectangles, proving that every phase point is either 20- or 36-periodic.

The centers of the rectangles AB×BC and AB×CE are, respectively, 10- and 9-periodic
trajectories, see Figure 7. □

Figure 7. The 10- and 9-periodic trajectories in the quad.

Remark 3.2. Figure 8 shows the phase portrait of the symplectic billiard map of a small
perturbation of the quad. In accordance with Proposition 2.6, the 10-periodic tile gives
rise to an isolated 10-periodic hyperbolic orbit, whereas the 9-periodic orbit persists and is
surrounded by a periodic tile. The points close to the hyperbolic 10-periodic orbit exhibit
a kind of slow-fast dynamics. They travel slowly along the hyperbolas while jumping fast
between tiles, as is clearly seen in the figure.
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Figure 8. The phase portrait of a small perturbation of the quad.
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4. The penthouse

The next periodic polygonal symplectic billiard table in our collection is a pentagon
obtained by placing a triangle on top of a parallelogram. Applying an affine transformation,
we normalize the parallelogram to be a unit square, and we call the resulting pentagon the
penthouse (a pentagon that looks like a house), see Figure 9.

Figure 9. The penthouse.

The affine moduli space of these pentagons is 2-dimensional (while the affine moduli space
of all pentagons is 4-dimensional). As parameters (a, b), one can choose the elevation of
the “roof” a = |EF | and its horizontal displacement b = |AF |. Then a is a positive real,
and 0 < b < 1. Note that, in the limit b = 0 or b = 1, we obtain a trapezoid.

A straightforward calculation yields the following result.

Lemma 4.1. The following table shows 9 rectangles whose union is the phase space together
with their phase areas.

AB × BC BC × CD BC ×DE CD ×DE CD × EA
1 1 a 1− b b

DE × EA DE × AB EA× AB EA× BC
a 1− b b a

Recall a result from [1] concerning the trapezoids. Let u > v be the lengths of the parallel
sides of a trapezoid. Define its modulus as ⌊u/(u − v)⌋ ∈ Z; this is an affine invariant. A
trapezoid is generic if u/(u− v) ∕∈ Z. The result that we need is as follows: all orbits in a
trapezoid are periodic, and if the modulus of a generic trapezoid is m, then the periods are
16m− 4, 16m+ 4, and 16m+ 12.

Define the modulus of a penthouse similarly:

m =

!
a+ 1

a

"
.

When a penthouse degenerates to a trapezoid, its modulus becomes that of the trapezoid.
A generic penthouse is defined similarly: a+1

a
is not an integer. We call a penthouse tall if

a > 1, that is, if m = 1.
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Conjecture 4.2. All orbits in a generic penthouse are periodic with the periods equal to
16m− 4, 16m+4, and 16m+12, in particular, the periods do not change if one moves the
roof horizontally (but the symbolic orbits may change). Under the bifurcation m %→ m+ 1,
the tiles with the largest period 16m + 12 survive and become the tiles with the smallest
period 16m+ 12 = 16(m+ 1)− 4; the tiles with the periods 16m− 4 and 16m+ 4 die and
the tiles with periods 16m+ 20 and 16m+ 28 are born.

Remark 4.3. We point out that, if Conjecture 4.2 is correct, then there are infinitely
many bifurcations as a → 0 and there three different periods go to infinity. In contrast,
the limiting geometric object is a square for which the symplectic billiard map is periodic
with one period being 4.

Figure 10. On the left: phase space of a tall penthouse; the blue points
have period 12, the red ones period 20, and the green ones period 28. On
the right the first bifurcation case a = 1. Everything is 28-periodic.

For the tall penthouses, we provide a complete analysis of the dynamics similar to the
one given for the quad. We also examine the first bifurcation case, i.e., a = 1.

Theorem 4.4. All orbits in a tall penthouse are periodic with periods 12, 20, and 28. The
structure of the orbits of periodic tiles is as follows, see Figure 10.

• One orbit consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 3 iterations, with
the return map having order 4.

• One orbit consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 10 iterations, with
the return map having order 2.

• One orbit consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 20 iterations, with
the return map being the identity.

• One orbit consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 7 iterations, with
the return map having order 4.
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• Two orbits consisting of the tiles that return to themselves after 28 iterations, with
the return map being the identity.

In the first bifurcation case when m changes values from 1 to 2, i.e., for a = 1, the billiard
map is fully periodic with one period being 28, see Figure 10. This is consistent with
Conjecture 4.2. We point out that there are three different types of symbolic orbits, though.

Proof. The following proof relies on Figure 11. Without loss of generality, we assume that
b > 1/2, that is, vertex E is right of the perpendicular bisector of side BC. In this figure,
the lines are parallel to the sides of the pentagon. If vertex E moves horizontally, the order
of some points on side BC may change.

Figure 11. Marked tall penthouse.

For our analysis, it is important to notice two concurrences of lines, at points Y and Z.
Let us prove this elementary geometry fact for point Y ; point Z is treated similarly. We
also note that EK = XH, EL = NG, and hence HZ = Y G; this will follow from the
analysis of the dynamics below.

Let Y be the intersection point of the lines BN and CK. First we show that the
perpendicular, dropped from E to the base BC, passes through Y . Indeed, since ABCD
is a square, the triangle AED is obtained from the triangle BY C by the vertical parallel
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translation. Therefore the altitude from vertex Y is translated to the altitude from vertex
E, hence they lie on the same vertical line.

Next, let HG be the horizontal segment though point Y . Draw the line parallel to EA
through point G to construct point F , and then the line parallel to ED through point F .
We need to show that this line passes though the vertex of the square, point A.

Indeed, let A′ be the intersection of this line with the vertical line though point B. We
want to show that A′ = A. We have BF = Y G = CR, hence the triangles CDR and
BA′F are congruent, and therefore A′ = A.

A similar argument shows that if one draws the line parallel to ED through point H to
construct point J , and then the line parallel to EA through point J , then this line passes
through vertex D.

Now we can describe the evolution of phase rectangles. We refer to Figure 11. For a
point on the “roof”, such as point X, we use the notation X⊥ for its orthogonal projection
on the base BC (these projections are not marked not to clutter the figure).

The 3-periodic orbit is easy to describe, it consists of the tiles surrounding the 3-periodic
orbit in triangle QER that connects the midpoints of its sides:

(2) HA× FJ → FJ ×DG → DG×HA → HA× FJ.

The 10-periodic orbit is as follows:

(3)
NL×HA → HA× UB → UB × BH⊥ → BH⊥ × CV → CV ×HA →

HA×WC → WC ×DG → DG×KX → KX × FJ → FJ ×NL → NL×HA.

The 7-periodic orbit is as follows:

(4)
NL×KX → KX × UB → UB ×X⊥K⊥ → X⊥K⊥ × CV →

CV ×KX → KX ×WC → WC ×NL → NL×KX.

Here is a 20-periodic orbit:

(5)

LE ×HA → HA× AU → AU × BH⊥ → BH⊥ × V D → V D ×HA →
HA× JW → JW ×DG → DG×XH → XH × FJ → FJ ×GN →
GN ×HA → HA× BF → BF ×DG → DG× AB → AB ×G⊥C →
G⊥C × CD → CD ×DG → DG× EK → EK × FJ → FJ × LE → LE ×HA.

It remains to describe the two 28-periodic orbits. Here they are:

(6)

LE × EK → EK × AU → AU ×K⊥E⊥ → K⊥E⊥ × V D → V D × EK →
EK × JW → JW × LE → LE ×XH → XH × AU → AU ×H⊥X⊥ →

H⊥X⊥ × V D → V D ×XH → XH × JW → JW ×GN → GN ×XH →
XH × BF → BF ×GN → GN × AB → AB ×N⊥G⊥ → N⊥G⊥ × CD →

CD ×GN → GN × EK → EK × BF → BF × LE → LE × AB →
AB × E⊥L⊥ → E⊥L⊥ × CD → CD × LE → LE × EK,
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and

(7)

NL× EK → EK × UB → UB ×K⊥M → K⊥M × CV → CV × EK →
EK ×WC → WC × LE → LE ×KX → KX × AU → AU ×X⊥K⊥ →
X⊥K⊥ × V D → V D ×KX → KX × JW → JW ×NL → NL×XH →

XH × UB → UB ×H⊥X⊥ → H⊥X⊥ × CV → CV ×XH → XH ×WC →
WC ×GN → GN ×KX → KX × BF → BF ×NL → NL× AB →

AB × L⊥N⊥ → L⊥N⊥ × CD → CD ×NL → NL× EK.

By inspection, the above described orbits cover the whole phase space. Therefore, it
remains to consider the case a = 1.

In the limit a ↘ 1 the tiles with sides HA, FJ , and DG disappear simultaneously. This
kills the periodic orbits (2), (3), and (5). At the same time the periodic orbits (4), (6), and
(7) survive. Their tiles still cover the phase space and they give rise to different symbolic
orbits. □

The next Figure 12 shows the phase space of a small perturbation of a tall penthouse.

Figure 12. The phase portrait of a small perturbation of a tall penthouse:
in accordance with Proposition 2.6, the 3- and 7-periodic orbits survive the
perturbation.
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5. (Lattice) hexagons with parallel opposite sides

We first consider hexagons with parallel opposite sides. After an affine transformation
we assume that the directions of the sides are those of an equilateral triangle. In this
situation we have the following immediate corollary of Lemma 2.1.

Corollary 5.1. Let P be a hexagon as above. The symplectic billiard map T is a local
Euclidean isometry and has the form

T : (x, y) %→ (y,−x+ b), x ∈ PiPi+1, y ∈ PjPj+1, z ∈ PkPk+1,

where b depends on i, j, k. In particular, the symplectic billiard map T has no hyperbolic
periodic points.

Remark 5.2. The affine invariant version of the previous corollary is that for any hexagon
with parallel opposite sides the symplectic billiard map is a local isometry with respect to
inner product AAt, where A relates the given hexagon with a hexagon from Corollary 5.1.

We also point out that, as opposed to Remark 2.2, in this special situation T is a isometry
with respect to a sign-definite inner product, e.g., leading to the strong conclusion that it
doesn’t admit hyperbolic periodic points.

A hexagon with parallel opposite sides is obtained from a triangle by cutting off the
corners by the lines parallel to the sides. Applying an affine transformation, we may
assume that the slopes of the sides are equal to 0, 1 and ∞. In addition, we now consider
lattice polygons, i.e, all vertices are lattice points, see Figure 13. The affine moduli space of
these hexagons is described by three integral parameters (whereas the affine moduli space
of hexagons is 6-dimensional).

The lattice points partition the sides into segments; let p1, q1, r1, p2, q2, r2 be the number
of these elementary segments on the six sides in the cyclic order. Set

N = p1q1 + q1r1 + r1p2 + p2q2 + q2r2 + r2p1 + p1r1 + q1p2 + r1q2 + p2r2 + q2p1 + r2q1.

Theorem 5.3. All orbits in a lattice hexagon with parallel opposite sides are periodic, and
the periods do not exceed 4N .

Proof. The phase space is subdivided into the tiles formed by the products of the elementary
segments on the sides, that is, segments between lattice points, see Figure 13. These tiles
evolve as single pieces under the symplectic billiard map. The phase area of each tile is
one, and the whole phase area equals N . By the area preserving property, the period of the
orbit of each tile does not exceed N , and the return map to a tile is at most 4-periodic. □

Of course, the upper bound of this theorem is unrealistically high. See Figure 13 for an
example of an orbit and Figure 14 for the phase space, colored according to periods.

The next Figure 14 shows the phase portrait of a small perturbation of a hexagon with
parallel opposite sides.

Remark 5.4. Consider a hexagon P with parallel opposite sides having rational slopes.
One can approximate P by a rational hexagon whose vertices have rational coordinates.
The symplectic billiard orbits in the approximating polygons are periodic, but their periods
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Figure 13. An orbit in a lattice hexagon with parallel opposite sides.

Figure 14. On the left, the phase space of the hexagon from Figure 13:
the periods are 4, 12, 24, 36. On the right, the phase portrait of a small
perturbation of the same hexagon.

will grow with the least common denominators of the coordinates of the vertices of the
approximating polygons. The same applies to the polygons described in the next section.
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6. The hex(en)house and special octagons

In this section we present two more families with fully periodic symplectic billiard map,
the hex(en)house and special octagons. We can only give computer evidence and formulate
two corresponding conjectures.

The hexhouse is a lattice polygon obtained by placing a trapezoid on top of a square, see
Figure 15. The moduli space of such polygons is described by three integral parameters.

Figure 15. A hex(en)house.

We now present four computer based pictures supporting the following conjecture.

Conjecture 6.1. All orbits in a hexhouse are periodic.

Figure 16. A periodic hexhouse with periods 4, 12, 28.
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Figure 17. Another periodic hexhouse with periods 4, 28, 108, 188.

Figure 18. Yet another periodic hexhouse with periods 4, 44, 68, 92.
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Figure 19. The last periodic hexhouse, periods are 4, 28, 44, 60, 68, 84, 108.

Figure 20. A small perturbation of the previous hexhouse.
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Special octagons are lattice octagons whose opposite sides are parallel and have slopes
0,±1,∞, and that have an axis of symmetry parallel to a pair of sides, see Figure 21.
Their symmetries are dilations and translations in R2. The corresponding moduli space is
3-dimensional over the integers since we only consider lattice octagons. This can be seen as
follows. Fix a rectangle with vertical and horizontal sides centered at the origin. Then cut
of two corners with diagonal lines and cut the other two corners according to symmetry.
These are four-dimensional choices which after dividing out dilations give rise to a three
dimensional moduli space.

Figure 21. A special octagon.

We now show two pictures as evidence for the following conjecture.

Conjecture 6.2. All orbits in a special octagon are periodic.
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Figure 22. A periodic special octagon with periods: 4, 56, 68, 108.

Figure 23. A second periodic special octagon with periods: 4, 16, 32, 44,
68, 92. ERROR: Yellow lines in the right side picture are disturbing.
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Figure 24. A small perturbation of the previous special octagon.
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7. Open problems and conjectures

An outstanding open problem concerning (conventional) polygonal billiards is whether
they always have a periodic orbit. This is not known even for obtuse triangles (the acute
and right triangles possess periodic orbits). The current state of the art is that all obtuse
triangles with the angles not exceeding 112.3 degrees have periodic billiard trajectories,
see [2, 5]. In contrast, all polygonal outer billiards possess periodic orbits, see [4].

Question 7.1. Do all polygonal symplectic billiards have periodic trajectories?

This is particularly intriguing since a computer search on the kites with corners given by
(−1, 1), (−1,−1), (1,−1), (3, 3) didn’t find a periodic orbit of period less than 2000. This
is the “smallest” lattice kite not being a square.
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